Learning Highlights Book For Families!

Personalized books that celebrate the amazing learning that happens everywhere.

Learning Highlights are unique books for each student filled with pictures, self-reflections, and assignments straight from their digital portfolios.

Every day you help your students take small steps towards big milestones. Now families can celebrate all their child’s incredible moments of progress, understanding, and success in a keep-forever book offered by FreshGrade.

EFFORTLESS KEEPSAKE

- Teachers are busy making learning moments happen. No extra effort is required!
- Ordering a Learning Highlights book is quick and easy for families. Parents visit highlights.freshgrade.com to see their child’s pre-made book. Orders are shipped directly to their doorstep.
- Parents and students will always be able to access their content within FreshGrade digital portfolios. Learning Highlights is an additional keepsake for parents.

PRIVACY MATTERS

- We use the latest industry practices to protect student data.
- We work directly with parents to approve the use of student data.

“

I love how we’ll be able to look back on her learning for years to come!
— Maureen O’Toole
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